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the canoe will probably have to be disassembled and the cracks filled with
whatever materials are lying around and/or available. it may be difficult to do

this if more than a few cracks are involved. a jig can be made of scrap wood and
clamps to hold the canoe in place while cracks are filled. the cracks should be
opened up with a knife or other tool and then filled with epoxy or fiberglass

resin. for those with fiberglass gunwales, the inside of the crack may have to be
masked off with plastic sheeting. these materials will help restore the canoe

back to its original shape. if the cracks are very small, a can of spray-on
urethane can be used to fill them. in most cases, a canoe is more susceptible to
cold cracks in winter than summer. it is not uncommon for a boat to lose some

material when paddling in cold or brackish water. the hull and gunwales expand
when paddling in warm, saltwater and the material can move enough to cause a

cold crack. obviously, during the winter months, the boat is much more
susceptible to cold cracks due to hull contraction. a cold crack can be identified

by its vertical orientation. if the crack in the hull is horizontal, it is probably not a
problem. if it is vertical, it is probably a cold crack. if you observe a series of 6 or
more vertical cracks, it could indicate a problem with the canoe. if more than a
few cracks are involved, it may be difficult to close them all up. the cracks may

have to be filled with epoxy or fiberglass resin. for those with fiberglass
gunwales, the inside of the crack may have to be masked off with plastic

sheeting. this can be a tedious and time consuming process. although canoe
manufacturers have taken steps to minimize the problem, cold cracks can occur

at any time of the year. one should take steps to prevent cold cracks from
occurring. it is imperative that the canoe be stored dry and free of condensation

(if possible).
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when storing a canoe, try to keep it away from cold and hot temperatures. keep
it in a dry, unventilated place. if possible, don't store it in the sun or near

heaters. this will help keep the canoe from contracting and expanding and
allowing for cracks. if a canoe cracks, get it repaired as quickly as possible. it is
quite possible that cracks will only appear during winter months. if the cracks
are very small, a can of spray-on urethane can be used to fill them. however,

this material should not be used to fill cracks that extend into the interior of the
hull. a canoe may be repaired by replacing the gunwales, or replacing the rails
or the entire hull. if the crack is large, the hull may have to be discarded. after

the crack is repaired, the canoe should be stored and paddled for a while before
using it again. for best results, the boat should be transported to a repair shop or

building where it will be inspected by a repairman. some canoe manufacturers
have repair kits that include epoxy, fiberglass resin, and instructions. this is a

good idea for those who have had a canoe repaired and want to know how they
can do it themselves. the use of crack cocaine by white inner-city residents has

had more of a political impact than the use of crack by african-americans,
latinos, and other minorities. since the late 1980s, reports of crack use by whites
have been used as evidence of the drug's "contagion" and "racism," especially
by liberal and progressive groups. where a black or latino person with "crack" is
a political symbol of urban blight and inner-city decline, a white person taking or

using crack is simply a "victim" of a drug problem. drug-related crimes are
assumed to be problems of poverty and lack of opportunity; the drug problem of
white users is presented as a moral problem. in this sense, the political activism
of inner-city minorities has not been able to turn the tide of political opinion on

inner-city crack cocaine. (source: the new york times) 5ec8ef588b
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